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New Ptolemaic Documents Relating to the Shipment of
Grain:
Five Naukleros Receipts and an Order to Sitologoi1

P. Austin inv. 33, 35-39 and 41, from mummy cartonnage, were acquired in 1986 by the
Harry Ransom Center of the University of Texas at Austin. Nos. 33, 35, 36, and 38 are examples
of a well-known type of receipt or bill of lading, sÊmbolon, which naukleroi issued to local
granary officials when transporting government grain.2 Nos. 37 and 41 belong together as
fragments of another receipt of this kind. Inv. 39 is a grain shipment authorization, §pistolÆ,
issued by a superior official to naukleroi who have contracted for the transport of government
grain, and directed to local granary officials.
The civil servants with whom the Austin papyri are concerned are a pair of sitologoi, Apollonios and Heliodoros, colleagues at Anoubias in the Themistes division of the Arsinoite nome.
These men are already known from three grain shipment authorizations published by P. J. Sijpesteijn.3 The name of their superior, Protarchos, who also figures in Sijpesteijn's documents, is
partly preserved in inv. 39. The documents belong to the end of Epiphanes' reign, circa 183/2
B.C.
All the documents are written along the fibers; none has any writing on the verso. The
receipts from less skilled hands are undoubtedly the work of the naukleroi themselves; inv. 36
looks as if it were written by a practised writer on the naukleros' behalf.

I
Since it is to inv. 35 that the secure dating of our documents is chiefly due, I shall begin with
it. It is virtually complete, with some loss of text along the left margin from l. 10 to end. The writer
was of moderate skill, between the writers of inv. 36 and 38.

1

I wish to thank the Director of The Harry Ransom Humanities Research Center at The
University of Texas at Austin for permission to publish these papyri. I am also grateful to the staff of
the manuscript room of the Center for their help. I have consulted Professor Ann Hanson on
numerous points and received invaluable aid from her.
2 For literature on the subject of the transport of grain, see Sijpesteijn's article (n.3 below); also
A.J.M.Meyer-Termeer, Die Haftung der Schiffer im Griechischen und Römischen Recht (= Studia
Amstelodamensia 13) Zutphen 1978.
3 P.J.Sijpesteijn, “Three New Ptolemaic Documents on the Transportation of Grain”, Chr. d'Eg.
53 (1978) 107ff. = SB XIV 11887-9. Private Dutch Collection. P.Moen 1-3. Sijpesteijn dates his
documents to the reign of Philometor on prosopographical grounds, identifying the sitologos
Apollonios with the homonymous incumbent of that office at Anoubias in P.Tebt.III 1034.
W.Clarysse disputed the dating, also on prosopographical grounds, in Chr. d'Eg. 56 (1981) 347ff.,
assigning P.Moen 1-3 to the 21st year of Epiphanes, 185/4. This dating is now confirmed by the
Austin papyri.
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P. Austin inv. 35
8.5 x 24.5 cm
Anoubias, Themistes Division, Arsinoite nome
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16 December 183 B.C.
Tafel I

[basileÊontow Ptolema¤-]
ou toË Ptolema¤[ou ka‹ ÉAr-]
[s]inÒhw ye«n Filopa[tÒ-]
rvn (¶touw) kg ÑAyÁr *i. ı[mo-]
loge› Dioskour¤d[hw naÊ-]
klhrow toË Zv¤lou ker(koÊrou)
mu(r¤vn) ÉB §mbebl∞syai §p‹
toË katå Ptolema¤da
[˜]r`m`o`u` À`s`te eﬁw ÉAlejã[n-]
[dreian] eﬁw tÚ basilikÚ[n]
[épÚ t«n ge]nhmãtvn to[Ë]
[kb (¶touw) pa]rå ÑHlied≈rou
[ka‹ ÉApoll]vn¤ou t«n si[tologo]Êntvn tÚ per‹
[ÉAnoubi]ãdow §rgastÆ[rion pu]r`oË forikoË ka(yaroË)
[. . . . . . . . .]nou értã[baw xil]¤¨`aw penta[kos¤aw pe]ntÆkonta
[g¤nontai] ÉAfn m°trvi
[doxik«i] t«i summe`[blhm°]nƒ prÚw tÚ
[xalk]oËn ka‹ skutã[lh]i dika¤& ka‹ oÈy[¢n]
[§]nkal«.
¶rrvso
(¶touw) kg ÑAyÁr *i

12. ÑHlied≈rou: l. ÑHliod≈rou. e for o: Mayser 1,1,72.
15. [ÉAnoubi]ãdow: ÉAnoubiãda in
other receipts. On per‹ with gen. at this period, see Mayser 2,2,447.
21-22. summe|[blhm°]nƒ: l.
sumbeblhm°nƒ. Complete assimilation of b to prec. m : Gignac I,172.
25. [§]nkal«: l. §gkal«.
Non-assimilation of nasal. Gignac I,168.

Translation
Hathur ten in the twenty-third year of the reign of Ptolemy, son of Ptolemy and Arsinoe the
gods Philopatores. Dioskourides, captain of the freighter belonging to Zoilos with a capacity of
12000 artabs, affirms that he has loaded on board ship at Ptolemais Hormou for the royal granary
at Alexandria from the produce of the [22nd] year, received from Heliodoros and Apollonios,
sitologoi of the factory at Anoubias, one thousand five hundred and fifty, total 1550, artabs of
unadulterated sifted wheat paid as rent, as measured by the receiving measure checked against the
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brass (i.e. the official) measure, and by a straight rod, and I (sc. the naukleros) have no charge to
bring (sc. against the sitologoi). Farewell.
(at bottom of sheet:) Year 23, Hathur 10.
Commentary
3. In no other receipt is this crucial part of the dating formula so well preserved. Hathur 10 in
the twenty-third year of Epiphanes = 16 December 183.
6. On the form of the abbreviation of k°rkourow, see W.Clarysse, “Harmachis, Agent of the
Oikonomos”, in AS 7 (1976) p. 188.
7. The abbreviation ég(vg∞w) has been left out, as sometimes happens. At the beginning of
the line stands a monogram, partly effaced, compounded of a mu and an upsilon (cf. P. Lugd. Bat.
XXI B, p. 572). Kerkouroi having such a capacity were not unusual; cf. P. Teb. III 856 and L.
Casson, Ships and Seamanship in the Ancient World (Princeton 1971) p. 614. The receipted consignment of grain is only a fraction of the freighter's total capacity in each of the receipts which
preserve both numbers. (Cf. also, e.g., P. Teb.III,856 col. v). On departing Ptolemais Hormou,
the ship was no doubt loaded to near capacity with consignments of grain from several sources,
Anoubias being just one of the localities served by the port.
8-9. Concerning Ptolemais Hormou (in these documents called ı katå Ptolema¤da ˜rmow,
“the port at Ptolemais”), see article by D.Bonneau in Ch.d'Eg. 54 (1979) 310ff.
12. [kb (¶touw) pa]rå: The grain was probably from the latest harvest, that of the 22nd year.
ÉHlied≈rou: The slip recurs in inv. 38 l. 15.
17. [. . . . . . . . .]nou: kekoskineum°nou ist expected (cf. inv. 36 koskineum°nou) between
ka(yaroË) and értãbaw. Only about nine letters have been lost, however. Inv. 36's
koskineumenon (lines 17f.) may have been duplicated here. (Omission of perfect augment.
Jannaris 735; Gignac II, 242-4). Alternatively, perhaps ke|koskineum°nou was written at first; the
naukleros then decided to supply the omitted kayaroË by erasing e and writing a over the k,
finally adding ke left of the margin on l. 17.
20. g¤nontai must have been written out in full to occupy the lacuna of about eight letters.
Inv. 36 and 38 use the symbol.
24-5. ka‹ oÈy¢n §gkal«. By this disclaimer the naukleros loses the right to bring suit
against the sitologoi for failure to supply the cargo as set forth in the body of the receipt. Cf.
Meyer-Termeer, p. 57 n.8, pp. 68-9 n.60-64. On the “Nichtangriffsklausel” as an element of
receipts generally, see H.A.Rupprecht, Studien zur Quittung im Recht der Graeco-Ägyptischen
Papyri (Münchener Beiträge zur Papyrusforschung und Antiken Rechtsgeschichte H.57) Munich
1971, pp. 94ff. §gkal« is a present; the future of this verb in the papyri is normally §gkal°sv.
See Mayser I,2,129.
26. The valediction also appears in inv. 33. Inv. 35 lacks one; inv. 37/41 probably had none.
Inv. 36 and 38 have lost whatever bottom margins they had; they may or may not have originally
concluded with a valediction.
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II
Very rudely written, the next receipt is distinguished from the rest by omissions and
characteristic spelling slips. After the text there are nine cm. of writing surface, originally blank,
but thanks to the cartonnage process, now bearing faint reverse traces of writing from another
document -- inv. 35, as it happens. Four cm. above the text there are two lines of writing, badly
smeared. The right margin is missing at the top and bottom of the text, and there are a number of
holes in the papyrus, but otherwise inv. 38 is in good condition.
P. Austin Inv. 38
Provenance same

7.5 x 30 cm

July or August 183 B.C.
Tafel II

(¶touw) [k]b P`a`Ë`n`[i
puroË ¨` ¨` ¨` [`
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basileÊontow P[tolema¤ou]
toË Ptole`m`a`[¤o]u` [Filo-]
patÒrvn (¶touw) k[b] P`a`Ë`n`[i.]
ımologe› Xairçw n[aÊ-]
klhrow toË Demhtr¤ou
ker(koÊrou) ég(vg∞w) ÉE §mbebl[∞-]
syai §p‹ toË katå Ptolemae¤tow ˜rmou Àste eﬁw ÉAlejãndreian
eﬁw tÚ basiÅliÄkÚn [épÚ] t«n
genhmãtvn toË aÈtoË ¶touw parÉ ÑHlied≈rou ka‹ ÉApollvn[¤ou]
t«n sito[l]og[oÊ]ntvn
tÚ per[‹ ÉAnou]b`i`ãta
§rkastÆrion puroË
kay`ar
` oË k`ek
` o` s
` [` kineu-]
m°nou értãb`[aw •-]
ptakoss¤aw (g¤nontai) c
m°drvi tok`ik[«i t«i]
sumb`eblh[m°nvi prÚw]
tÚ kalkoËn ka[‹ sku-]
tãl˙ dika¤[ai ka‹ oÈ-]
y¢<n> §nkal«.

4. Omits ka‹ ÉArsinÒhw ye«n. See comm. ad loc.
7. Demhtr¤ou: e for h. Mayser I,1,47.
10. Ptolemae¤tow: ei for i. Mayser I,1,69. t for d. Mayser I,1,147. Gen. instead of acc. Probably¨ assimilation
to case of ˜rmou following; katã + gen. "at, near" never in papyri. Mayser II,2,155 and 338. 15.
ÑHlied≈rou: e for o. Mayser I,1,72.
17. ÉAnoubiãta: Cf. l. 10 above.
18. §rkastÆrion: k for g.
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Mayser I,1,143f. Omits forikoË. See comm. ad. loc.
20-21. l. •]|ptakos¤aw
d for t. Mayser I,1,146. | tokik«i: t for d. Mayser I,1,147; k for x . Mayser I,1,144.
oÈ]y°<n>: Omission of final nu. Mayser I,1,170.
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22. m°drvi:
26.

Translation
Year [ ], Pauni [ ]. [ ] artabs of wheat ....
Pauni [ ] in the twenty-second (?) year of Ptolemy, son of Ptolemy Philopator. Chairas,
captain of the freighter belonging to Demetrios with a capacity of 5000 artabs, affirms that he has
loaded on board ship at Ptolemais Hormou for the royal granary at Alexandria from the produce of
the same year, received from Heliodoros and Apolloniuos sitologoi of the factory at Anoubias, one
thousand five hundred, total 1500, artabs of unadulterated sifted wheat, as measured by the
receiving measure checked against the brass (i.e., official) measure and by a straight rod; and I
have no charge to bring.
Commentary
1. Pachon or Pauni appears on l. 5, and the same is expected here. Though these lines are
badly smeared, the traces can accommodate the latter reading. This would seem to be a summary of
the receipt's contents; cf. inv. 35 (below the valediction) and 33 (above, as here).
3-5. The full formula, as it appears in inv. 35, is basileÊontow Ptolema¤ou toË Ptolema¤ou ka‹ ÉArsinÒhw ye«n FilopatÒrvn. The 22 letters of l. 3 are not really a problem, the
average line of this text being about 18 letters long. The next line, however, certainly could not
have contained 32 letters. The letters touptol are written normally; of what follows only traces
remain. These letters do not follow the baseline, being written for the most part well above it. What
remains are, I believe, traces of the letters e, m, a, and u (or possibly f). My conclusion is that
what stood in l. 4 was t o u p t o l e m a i o u f i l o | and that there has been omission of
kaiarsinohsyevn. The lapse is readily explained as due to the habit of writing the kings epithet
immediately after his name. The gen. pl. ending of the epithet proves that here it is a question of an
inadvertent omission and not of an abbreviated alternative formula or the writer's ignorance of the
proper form.
5. After the k there is a vertical crack in the papyrus, which has obliterated the numeral b
which is clearly visible in l. 1. A horizontal crack has taken away the bottom two-thirds of the first
three letters of the month. Since, however, the grain shipped was harvested in that year (ll. 13f toË
aÈtoË ¶touw), it has to be one of the months following the harvest, i.e., Pharmouthi at the very
earliest. Pachon and Pauni both meet this requirement and fit the traces. I have opted for Pauni
because a nu could, in my opinion, have produced the very dim traces of the fourth letter more
readily than an v.
19. The omission of forikoË is inadvertent and without significance. If the writer had meant
to imply that the wheat was acquired by the government otherwise than in receipt of rent, he would
have used an epithet to specify in what way the means of acquisition differed.
III
In the next receipt, about eight letters have been lost at the beginning of each of the first seven
lines, one or two letters have been torn away from the beginnings of ll. 18-21, and tears have left
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remaining only the centers of the last two lines. The main difficulty with the text comes in l. 5,
where one name has been written over another. The writing is very rapid and confident, orthographical anomalies few.
P. Austin Inv. 36
Provenance same
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8 x 18.5 cm

Late Dec. 183 / early Jan. 182 B.C.
Tafel III

[basileÊo]nto[w Ptole-]
[ma¤ou toË] Pto[lema¤ou]
[ka‹ ÉArsin]Òhw ye«n Fil[o-]
[patÒrvn] (¶touw) kg ÑAyÁr
[ ¨` ¨` ımo]log[e]› ¨` ¨`¨¨`¨¨`¨¨`¨¨`¨¨`¨¨`
[¨ ¨` ¨` naÊ]klhrow toË
[ ¨`¨¨`¨¨`¨¨`¨¨`¨¨`¨¨`]u ker(koÊrou) é`g(` vg∞w) ÉZ §mbe[bl∞s]yai §p‹ t[o]Ë katå
Ptolema¤da [˜rmo]u Àst' eﬁw ÉAlejãndreian eﬁw
tÚ basilikÚn épÚ t«n
genhmãtvn toË kb (¶touw)
par' ÑHliod≈rou ka‹
ÉApollvn¤ou t«n sitologoÊ<n>tvn tÚ pere‹ ÉAnoub[i]ãda
§rgastÆrion puroË for[i]koË kayaroË koskineu[m°]nou ért[ã]baw disxil¤[a]w triakos¤aw (g¤nontai) ÉBt
[m]°trvi doxik«i t«i sum[b]eblhm°nvi prÚw tÚ xal[koË]n k[a‹ s]kutãl˙ di[ka¤ai]
[ka‹ oÈy¢n §]gkal«.

7. ÉZ. Cf. P. Cairo Zen. IV 59723, 22 with Pl. XIX.
14 f. sitologoÊ<n>|[t]vn. Loss of nasal
before dental. Mayser I,1,165. On word division, see Mayser I,1,222.
15. pere¤. ei for i.
Mayser I,1,41.
17f. koskineu[m°]nou l. kekoskineum°nou. Loss of reduplication. Perhaps simple
haplography; perhaps reflects popular usage, which had already begun to dispense with reduplication
in perfect stems. Jannaris 735. Gignac II,242-4. Perhaps something similar has occurred in inv. 35.

Translation
Hathur [ ] in the twenty-third year of Ptolemy, the son of Ptolemy and Arsinoe, gods
Philopatores. [ ], captain of the freighter of [ ] with a capacity of 7000 artabs, affirms that he
has loaded on board ship at Ptolemais Hormou for the royal granary at Alexandria from the
produce of the 22nd year, received from Heliodoros and Apollonios sitologoi of the factory at
Anoubias, two thousand three hundred, total 2300, artabs of unadulterated sifted wheat paid as
rent, as measured by the receiving measure checked against the brass (measure), and by straight
rod; and I have no charge to bring.
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Commentary
5. The lacuna is easily capable of accommodating two numerals.
After ımologe› where the naukleros' name should be, there is a tangle of lines. The name
originally recorded here has been overwritten without any attempt to erase. I cannot distinguish the
lines produced by the first hand from those which are the work of the second. All the lines are of
equal darkness and thickness, and at line junctions it is impossible to discern, even with the aid of
a microscope, which line has been laid down over the other. Perhaps the beginning of a name
ÉA`pol`l`v`n`i¨`- was written second; it does not, like the other name, begin immediately after
ımologe›. As for the problem what name stood in the unaltered text, I have been unable to reach a
satisfactory solution. The names of naukleroi are usually Greek (cf. H. Hauben's list in ZPE 28
(1978) 99ff.). A hole in the papyrus has taken away the top two-thirds of the first one or two
letters; the next letter is definitely rho. What follows is similar, except as regards the form of the
alpha, to the writing of Apollonios' name in l. 14. The first name might, therefore, have been
ÑVrapÒllvn or Sar<ap>apÒllvn.
The change of names can be explained (1) as the correction of an error, or (2) as the
consequence of a last-minute change of naukleroi. On the first supposition this would have to be
the work of an amanuensis (for who, after all, forgets his own name?). No one was debarred from
the occupation of naukleros by illiteracy, as the illiteracy clauses joined to a number of Ptolemaic
naukleros receipts (e.g., P. Lille 23; P. Petrie II 48) prove.
IV
The next document is complete, but in poor condition. In addition to being riddled with
holes, it has broken in two since it was first catalogued. The smaller fragment contains an abstract
of the receipt and its beginning, the larger fragment holds the bulk of the text. The writer omits
some of the usual elements, uses the short dating formula, and prefers writing out words to using
numerals and monograms. The writing is lapidary but easy and assured.
P. Austin Inv. 33
Provenance same

8 x 15 cm
(¶touw) ka Me[sorØ
értãbaw [

5

10

(¶touw) ka Mesor[Ø]
[ı]molo[ge› ¨` ¨`¨¨`¨¨`¨¨`¨¨`¨¨`¨¨`]
k`l∞
` w` ` [naÊklhrow toË]
[D]ionus[ ¨` ¨` ¨` ¨` ¨` ¨` ¨` ¨` ¨` ¨` ¨]`
égvg∞w [ ¨¨`¨¨`¨¨`¨¨`¨¨`¨¨` ¨§mbebl∞-]
[s]yai §p‹ t[oË katå P]tolema¤da ˜rmou Àste eﬁw ÉAlejãndr[eian eﬁw] tÚ basilikÚn épÚ [t]«n genhmãtvn toË •nÚw ka[‹] eﬁkos[toË]

September 184 B.C.
Tafel IVa
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¶touw parå ÑHliod≈rou
ka‹ ÉApol[lv]n¤ou t«[n sito-]
logoÊntvn tÚ per‹ [ÉAnou-]
b`iã
` d
` a
` ` §rga[st]Ærion pu[roË]
[ ¨` ¨`¨¨`¨¨`¨¨`¨¨`¨¨`] ér[t]ãbaw pent[a-]
k`[o]s`¤`[aw] (g¤nontai) f [m°]trvi do[xi-]
k«i ka‹ skutã[lhi dika¤-]
ai ka‹ oÈy¢n §[gkal«.]
[¶]rrvso.

6. E.g. Dionus¤ou or Dionusod≈rou kerkoÊrou
7. égvg∞w: Spelled out in full, not abbreviated as
in other receipts.
12. §nÚw ka‹ eﬁkostoË: Spelled out in full; numerals elsewhere.
17.
[kayaroË] or [forikoË]. See commentary. Omits kekoskineum°nou. értãbaw: Spelled out in full. 19
Omits sumbenlhm°nvi prÚw tÚ xalkoËn.

Translation
Year 21, Mesore [ ]. [ ] artabs [of wheat ....]
Year 21, Mesore [ ]. [ ]kles, [captain of the freighter (?)] of Dionysi[os (e.g.)] with a
capacity of [ ] artabs, affirms that he has loaded on board ship at Ptolemais Hormou for the royal
granary at Alexandria from the produce of the twenty-first gear, received from Heliodoros and
Apollonios, sitologoi of the factory at Anoubias, five hundred, total 500, artabs of [unadulterated]
wheat, as measured by the receiving measure and straight rod; and I have no charge to bring.
Farewell.
Commentary
4. Contemporary examples of naukleros receipts with the minimal dating formula are those
belonging to W. Clarysse's Harmachis archive (AS 7 [1978] 186ff.).
6f. égvg∞w is certain; it is not possible that [pros]agvg¤dow straddled the two lines. The
name of the class of ship must therefore have been written out in full. The nine letters of
kerkoÊrou are about right to fill the gap; but kerkouroskãfhw, prosagvg¤dow, etc., are also
possible. This writer consistently spells out in full words which he might have abbreviated
(égvg∞w l. 7; •nÚw ka‹ eﬁkostoË ¶touw l. 12; értãbaw l. 17).
7. There is so much space between égvg∞w and §mbebl∞- that I am inclined to think that the
number was written out, e.g., mur¤vn, or xil¤vn in the case of a smaller vessel.
17. forikoË, omitted in 38, is also more likely than kayaroË to have been omitted here
since its omission could not have had any legal consequences. A sitologos risked being called to
account, however, if one of his grain consignments was found in Alexandria to be adulterated,
unless he could produce a receipt in which the naukleros certified that the grain consignment was
unadulterated when it came into his hands. The omission of kekoskineum°nou is relatively
insignificant: the failure to winnow grain is a much less serious matter than its adulteration, and,
besides, if the word kayaroË was written, it might be broadly construed as guaranteeing that the
wheat was free of all impurities, including chaff, and not merely without admixture of inferior
cereals.
21. For the valediction, cf. inv. 36, l. 26.
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V
Inv. 37 and 41 are fragments of a single receipt, of which the beginning has been lost. The
right margin has been mostly preserved, except at the bottom; the remaining text is in good
condition.
P. Austin Inv. 37
P. Austin Inv. 41
Provenance same
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6 x 7 cm
7.5 x 13 cm

Shortly before 184 B.C.?
Tafel V

[ ¨` ¨`¨¨`¨¨`¨¨`¨¨`¨¨`¨¨`¨¨`¨¨`¨¨`¨¨`¨¨`] ¨` ¨`[ ¨` ¨`] [ ¨` ¨`]
[ ¨` ¨` ¨` ¨` ¨` ¨` ¨` ¨` ¨` ¨` ¨` ]` ou kerko[u-]
[roskãf]hw Å[égvg]∞w ÉAÄ §nbebl∞syai
[§p‹ toË] katå Ptolema¤[da ˜rmou Às]te eﬁw ÉAlejã[n-]
[dreian] eﬁw tÚ basi[likÚn épÚ] t«n genh[mãtvn toË] a`Èt` oË ¶[touw]
[pa]rå ¨` ¨`[ ¨` ¨`¨¨`¨¨`¨¨`¨¨`¨¨`¨¨`¨¨`]
[ka]‹ ÑHliod≈rou t«n [si-]
[t]ologoÊntvn tÚ per‹ [ÉA-]
[nou]biãda §rgastÆrio[n]
ka‹ t«n §pakolou[yoÊn-]
[t]vn é`r(tãbaw) puroË forikoË
[kayaro]Ë Å[•k]atÚnÄ m°trvi
[doxik«i t]«i sun[beblhm°]nvi pr[Úw]
[tÚ xalk]oËn ka‹ sku[tãl˙ di]ka¤& ka‹ oÈy¢n
[§gkal]«.

3. §nbebl∞syai: Non-assimilation of nasal. Cf. l. 16 sunbeblhm°nvi.
8. Inv. 37 ends here.
9.
Inv. 41 begins here.
11f. Perhaps per‹ | [ÉAnou]biãda.
13f. Perhaps §pakolou<yoÊn>|[t]vn.
See comm. ad loc.
14. ér(tãbaw): See commentary ad loc. In the other receipts it is written
after the genitives and before the numerals.
15. (g¤nontai) and numerals are omitted.

Translation
[Date. So-and-so, captain of the] kerkouroskaphe of [so-and-so] with a capacity of 1000
artabs [affirms] that he has loaded on board ship at Ptolemais Hormou for the royal granary at
Alexandria from the produce of the same year, received from [ ] and Heliodoros, sitologoi of the
factory at Anoubias, and the supervisors, one hundred (eleven hundred?) artabs of unadulterated
wheat paid as rent, as measured by the receiving measure checked against the brass measure and
by straight rod; and I have no charge to bring.
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Commentary
9. The name that stood here may not have been Apollonios'. The Name of Heliodoros as a
rule comes first when the two names are joined in other documents. This suggests that Heliodorus
was the senior colleague. Perhaps when this receipt was produced, Apollonius' predecessor was
still working at Anoubias with Heliodorus as his junior colleague. On this basis I have tentatively
assigned to this receipt a somewhat earlier date.
11f. Some of the horizontal fibers are preserved right of per¤, but there are no traces of ink
on them. Unless the margin on l. 12 was fairly ragged, however, four letters could only with
difficulty be fitted into the lacuna.
13f. The §pakolouyoËntew, or “supervisors”, were the agents of the oikonomos and the
antigrapheus of the basilikos grammateus. They witnessed the transfer and loading of the grain,
and to each the naukleros gave a receipt identical, mutatis mutandis, to that given the sitologos. Cf.
P. Tebt. III 825a-c with 823 l. 10.
As with l. 11, there are horizontal fibers right of -lou-, which should have preserved traces
of any original writing. Conceivably epakoloutvn was written, with loss of the nasal before the
dental (Mayser I,1,165) and haplography (Mayser I,1,218f.).
14. The letters a`r have been added in a lighter-coloured ink, evidently as a correction or
afterthought. The possibility that this represents the numeral ÉAr (reading [xil¤aw •k]atÒn on l.
15) cannot entirely be discounted, especially since the usual convention of abbreviation is not
observed here, the rho being written directly alongside the alpha. The disruption of the natural
word order would be extreme, however. If ér(tãbaw) is read here, the Greek, despite the
deviation of the text from standard form, is unexceptionable.
VI
Inv. 39 is an epistole to sitologoi like those published by P. J. Sijpesteijn as P. Moen 1-3; it
even preserves the name of Protarchos. The hand is a very refined cursive.
P. Austin Inv. 39
Provenance same

5

6 x 8 cm

Between May 184 and July 183 B.C.
Tafel IVb
[Pr]≈tarxow [ÑHliod≈rvi]
[ka]‹ ÉApollvn(¤vi) x[a¤rein.]
[§mbal]oË §p‹ toË k[atå]
Ptolema¤da ˜rmou [ÀstÉ eﬁw]
ÉAlejãndreian eﬁw t[Ú]
[b]asilikÚn épÚ t«n g[e-]
[nhmãtvn toË k]a (¶touw) eﬁ`w`
[tå Ípogegramm]°na ¨`[
[
] `[
-----------------

2. ÉApollvn(¤vi): Between the nu and the chi, there is a space just wide enough to accomodate the
missing letters, but there is no trace whatever of ink on what is to all appearances the original surface.
3. [§mbal]oË (sic): Certainly not §mbãlesy(e).
8. Or [tãw Ípogegramm]°naw`.
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Translation
Protarchos to Heliodoros and Apollonios, greetings. Load at Ptolemais Hormou for the royal
granary at Alexandria from the produce of the twenty-first year into the vessels listed below ...
Commentary
1. P. J. Sijpesteijn (op. cit., p. 108) felt that a determination of the capacity in which
Protarchos gave orders to the Anoubias sitologoi could not be made. I concur.
7. The reading of the alpha is certain, and there definitely is room for another numeral, which
must certainly be k (P. Moen 1-3 are all of the 21th year). Since the grain of each harvest was
usually transported before the next harvest, this receipt probably was made out between May of the
21th year, the earliest possible date for that years's harvest, and the latest possible date for the
nexts year's harvest, July of the 22nd year.
Austin
The University of Texas

Donald G. Herring
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